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Help! Help! I Think I Just Broke It!I Think I Just Broke It!

I put this section at the start so that it would be there if anyone were really panicking. If you're reading this and
you're reasonably sure you haven't broken anything (yet), you might be better off skipping it.

First things first, do not panic. If you genuinely did break the cluster, or any piece of hardware or software on it,
the research computing people will be less mad at you than they are at themselves for making a breakable
system. Either the cluster itself is fine, or it’s not your fault it’s not fine. The worst thing you've broken is your
own infrastructure.

With this in mind, let’s triage.

1. Did you start a job you didn’t want to start?Did you start a job you didn’t want to start? Whenever you submit a job, you get a message that looks
like Submitted job 123456789 . The long number is your job ID. To cancel a job, run scancel <job

ID> . This could take a minute or so to go through. There's no harm in running it twice, but there's no

particular benefit to doing so either.
2. Did you delete a crucial file or files?Did you delete a crucial file or files? Sadly, your home folder has no automatic, easily accessible backup

system. The support team might or might not be able to help you. However, if you follow the guidance in
this document, you won't have a problem here, as all your development will be done on your own
computer and you'll have copies of everything in a safe place ready to upload again.

3. Did you submit your job but can't find it in the job queue?Did you submit your job but can't find it in the job queue? Rest assured, if it said Submitted , your job

has been submitted. The scheduler is doing some preliminary work, which can take a minute or two, and
after that the job should be in the queue as normal.

4. Are your jobs claiming to not be able to find executables which should be there, like Python?Are your jobs claiming to not be able to find executables which should be there, like Python? Make sure
you've loaded in the correct modules. The names for these are sometimes a little unintuitive, so don't
guess. Search through all available modules at https://portal.rc.fas.harvard.edu/apps/modules. This will
give you a module name, complete with version, like abaqus/2019-fasrc01 . Load it with module

load <name/version> .

5. Are your jobs failing for some other reason, or mysteriously exiting with no output?Are your jobs failing for some other reason, or mysteriously exiting with no output? If you follow the
templates in this document, you should have an error file associated with each job. This will contain the
reason for the job failure, whether a syntax error in your code or a message from SLURM saying that the
job used too much memory. (If this is the case, just increase the memory. Unless you're a malloc()

fiend, there's no hard-and-fast way to determine exactly how much any given job will take.)
6. Is SLURM giving errors when you try to submit your job?Is SLURM giving errors when you try to submit your job? Check the syntax of the headers in your .slurm

file. The scheduler itself won't give errors due to anything wrong with your actual job code.
7. Can you not log in to the cluster?Can you not log in to the cluster? Sometimes it's a bit touchy. Try again a few times.
8. Are your jobs too slow?Are your jobs too slow? The cluster is surprisingly slow at things that laptops are fast at. It makes up for

it in parallelism. Try using more CPU cores if your code can automatically take advantage of that. (Many
popular numerical libraries, like NumPy, do parallelize automatically.) All in all, though, expect some

https://portal.rc.fas.harvard.edu/apps/modules


slowdown if you go from running single-core, sequential code on a laptop to running that same single-
core, sequential code on the cluster.

9. Do you have another problem?Do you have another problem? If you've reached this far down the list, your problem is probably either
(1) a genuine bug in the cluster or (2) mild enough that you shouldn't be scared out of your skin. Either
way, send an email to the support team at rchelp@rc.fas.harvard.edu or go to their office hours. They're
lovely.

Getting Set UpGetting Set Up

Before you can use the cluster, you need a FASRC account. This is not your HarvardKey, although, if you have a
HarvardKey, you can use it to verify your information. The Acccount Request Tool will walk you through getting
one. Remember to select "Cluster Use" when the tool gives you the opportunity. One pitfall: unless you're an
Associate Professor or better, don't select FACULTY  as your job title. Select POSTDOC  if you are one, or STAFF

if not.

Next, you need to set yourself up with a "grant". This is the lab through which you get your authority to access
the cluster. Your PI will tell you which grant it is, and you can request access here. Your PI or lab administrator
will have to sign off on this through their own online portal.

At this point your account is good to go, but you're required to complete basic training within 45 days. This
takes half an hour. There's no formal assessment, and the requirement is enforced through an honor system.
It's good stuff, so don't skip it.

Finally, you need to set up OpenAuth two-factor authentication. This uses Google Authenticator, or Duo Mobile,
or any other two-factor authentication app.

This guide will try to synthesize much of the official FASRC documentation, but it will still be worth skimming
their quickstart guide, as well as their pages on accessing the cluster, and running jobs.

Welcome to the Cluster!Welcome to the Cluster!

First of all, you need to be on the Harvard network. If you aren't on the Harvard Secure Wi-Fi, you'll need to use
the FASRC VPN. This is distinct from other Harvard VPNs and requires software, as detailed on its FASRC
documentation page. Your username is your FASRC username (not your HarvardKey), your realm is fasrc ,

and your password is your FASRC password.

To connect to the cluster, run ssh username@login.rc.fas.harvard.edu , where username  is of course

replaced with your username, from your command line. (This only works on Unix. On Windows, get an SSH
client and point it to username@login.rc.fas.harvard.edu .) Enter your password and your two-factor

code. If it doesn't let you connect, try again. That's it. You're in!

You are now on a login node. This is a very weak processor, not suitable for running serious computation,
which is used to give you a way to communicate with the much stronger compute nodes. You talk to the login
node, and the login node talks to the compute nodes.

The cluster is a Linux system (CentOS 7) running a bash command line. If you're lost, try this handy tutorial
which will teach you how to use bash on any system that runs it. It's not cluster-specific, but it'll get you ready
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to learn what makes the cluster (1) different and (2) exciting.

At this point you'll want to upload your code. The place for this is in your home directory, just like on any Unix
system. The cluster's FTP system is very reliable; the official setup instructions focus on FileZilla but should
translate easily to other FTP programs. Your lab may also have access to other storage; this will just be
another folder into which you can cd  as normal. Your lab administrator will tell you exactly where it is.

Let's say you've successfully uploaded "numbercrunching.o", a compiled C binary executable. Since you're on a
login node, you can't just run ./numbercrunching.o  -- performing any serious computing would overload the

node and get your processes automatically killed. Much like in the rest of life, if you want to be taken seriously,
you need to get a job.

Submitting Jobs (Or, The Unbearable Annoyances of SLURMing)Submitting Jobs (Or, The Unbearable Annoyances of SLURMing)

Your interactions with the cluster will usually go something like this:

1. Connect
2. Create job file
3. Submit job file
4. Disconnect; wait for the job to finish
5. Reconnect and see the result

You submit jobs via SLURM (Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management). This isn't actually a program you
run. It's a bunch of different programs, each of which starts with s . Your new best friend, in particular, is

sbatch , which actually submits a job. If you have a job, with code stored in a file called job.slurm , all you

have to do is run sbatch job.slurm .

A job file, fundamentally, is a bash script. That's all. If you can write a bash script you can write a job file. It
doesn't even need the .slurm  file extension. I just put that on all of mine in order to keep them separate from

my actual code.

At the same time, though, a job file has to contain all the information that SLURM needs to properly run it. This
is done with #SBATCH  commands. These are lines of the form #SBATCH yadda yadda . Since they start with a

# , they're technically bash comments, but SLURM will read them as providing various parameters.

With this in mind, let's take a look at the contents of a hypothetical job.slurm :

#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH -n 1                # Number of cores
#SBATCH -N 1                # Ensure that all cores are on one machine
#SBATCH -t 0-00:10          # Runtime in D-HH:MM
#SBATCH -p shared           # Partition to submit to
#SBATCH --mem=100           # Memory pool for all cores in MB
#SBATCH -o output_%j.out    # File to which STDOUT will be written; %j inserts job ID
#SBATCH -e errors_%j.err    # File to which STDERR will be written

./numbercrunching.o

https://www.rc.fas.harvard.edu/resources/documentation/sftp-file-transfer/


We start with #!/bin/bash , the standard shebang for a bash script. Then we get a list of #SBATCH

commands, giving SLURM information like how many cores and how much memory the job will require. We'll
cover partitions later; for now, just know that you can't really go wrong with shared . Finally, your job code will

probably find it easiest to give output by using print  statements or similarly writing to STDOUT  and STDERR .

The last two #SBATCH  commands tell SLURM to collect this output and write it to output_%j.out  and

output_%j.err  respectively, where %j  is replaced with the job ID (a unique number which SLURM assigns to

every submitted job). You'll find those files in your home folder when the job is done. Finally, we include the
actual bash script code to run whatever it is we want to run.

Again, we submit this with sbatch job.slurm .

This is all you need to know to use the cluster. Everything else is icing on the cake. The next sections will
discuss the correct philosophy to get the most out of cluster resources, followed by information on three of
the most important tools provided: job arrays, modules, and partitions.

Cluster PhilosophyCluster Philosophy

The cluster is slow. You'd think it would be fast, since it's called "high-performance computing", but any
individual CPU is probably slower than your laptop's. The power, and the high performance, comes from two
facts. First, we can leave cores running overnight or for weeks on end without their fans making a racket in the
corner of our office; second, we can use hundreds or thousands of cores at once.

When writing code for the cluster, you must always think in terms of parallelism. Most problems will parallelize
somewhat, with a little thought. If you're integrating a function over a large domain, you can integrate it in
parallel over hundreds of smaller subdomains which partition the original one. Each individual calculation
might take twice as long, but the total number of calculations that any given core has to do is cut down by
orders of magnitude. Scientific programming tools like NumPy and MATLAB support parallelism inherently,
calculating such things as dot products across multiple cores at once without you having to do anything.

However, to truly unlock the cluster's potential, you will possibly have to rewrite your code a little bit. There is a
golden rule here:

Total time to result = time to write code + time to run code

Your goal is to minimize the left-hand side, which can be achieved by reducing the values of either of the two
terms on the right-hand side. Parallelism is hard to do, especially if you have a complex codebase already, and
it might not be worth it.

Your code can directly manage any resources SLURM allocates to it. If you want to implement your own thread
handling, you can do that. If you don't, there are job arrays, which are so useful that they get their own section.

Job ArraysJob Arrays

Parallelism is hard, but sequentialism is easy. In particular, it's easy to write the code for one particular thread.
Setting up and managing the threads, and keeping them from competing, is the hard part. To help with this,
SLURM provides job arrays, which are, intuitively, a way to run an ordered list of almost identical jobs, all at



once, on different cores.

To get started, all we need to do is to make a small addition to our sbatch  command: sbatch --array=1-

100 job.slurm . This will run 100 different iterations of job.slurm , each its own separate job, at once.

(They all share the same job ID, but they have different sub-IDs within the array.) Of course, we can't just pick
up any old job.slurm  and expect it to work with this. We'll first have to make a change to our output and

error filenames, to tell them to indicate both the ID given to the job array and also that given to the individual
job:

#SBATCH -o output_%A_%a.out    # File to which STDOUT will be written; %A inserts job ID (the same for all jobs in array); %a inserts position of job in array
#SBATCH -e errors_%A_%a.err    # File to which STDERR will be written

If we miss out the %a , we'll have 100 jobs all trying to write to the same file. If we miss out the %A , and run the

job array twice, our files from the first set of jobs will be overwritten by the second set.

For some applications, like random sampling, this is all we need. Most job arrays, though, need to know where
in the array they are, so that they can load the appropriate file, integrate over the appropriate subdomain, and
so on. SLURM provides a bash variable for use in the script part of your job.slurm : SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID .

This can be inserted into strings with "${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}" .

Let's say you have thirty text files, named 1.txt  through 30.txt , and you want to run process  on each of

them. Your SLURM file ( processjob.slurm ) might look like this:

#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH -n 1                   # Number of cores
#SBATCH -N 1                   # Ensure that all cores are on one machine
#SBATCH -t 0-01:00             # Runtime in D-HH:MM
#SBATCH -p shared              # Partition to submit to
#SBATCH --mem=100              # Memory pool for all cores in MB
#SBATCH -o output_%A_%a.out    # File to which STDOUT will be written; %A inserts job array ID; %a inserts job position
#SBATCH -e errors_%A_%a.err    # File to which STDERR will be written

process "${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}.txt"

(Note that we only ask for one core, not thirty. We request the number of cores we need for each individual job
in the array, not for the total array.)

We can run this with sbatch --array=1-30 processjob.slurm .

Modules (Python, MATLAB, R, Et Cetera)Modules (Python, MATLAB, R, Et Cetera)

Log into the cluster and try to run Python (python ). This comes preinstalled on all Linux systems, so you

shouldn't have a problem launching it, right?

Wrong. Python isn't "preinstalled" on the cluster. Neither are R, or MATLAB, or pretty much anything else. This



is mostly to save resources: putting hundreds of different programming languages, compilers, biostatistics
tools, and the like on everyone's system would take terabytes of memory and days of compute time.

Luckily, this doesn't mean you have to install all your own software. FASRC has provided modules, making the
most common software easy to install. There's even a handy online list.

(At this point I should mention that the Python distribution isn't actually straight-up Python, but Anaconda.
There's documentation on it.)

Once you've picked your module and the correct version, you'll need to load it in with a command that looks
like module load ABC/1.0.0-fasrc01 . For example, to load Anaconda with Python 3 and all the trimmings,

run module load Anaconda3/5.0.1-fasrc02 . The online list gives you the exact syntax you'll need.

You probably shouldn't be doing this directly in your login node.You probably shouldn't be doing this directly in your login node. There's nothing stopping you, but it won't help
because you don't run jobs in your login node. Instead, you should load modules as part of your .slurm  file.

Let's say, for example, that we've given up on C and we've decided to rewrite our algorithm as
numbercrunching.py . Then our job.slurm  would be changed to

#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH -n 1                # Number of cores
#SBATCH -N 1                # Ensure that all cores are on one machine
#SBATCH -t 0-00:10          # Runtime in D-HH:MM
#SBATCH -p shared           # Partition to submit to
#SBATCH --mem=100           # Memory pool for all cores in MB
#SBATCH -o output_%j.out    # File to which STDOUT will be written; %j inserts job ID
#SBATCH -e errors_%j.err    # File to which STDERR will be written

module load Anaconda3/5.0.1-fasrc02
python numbercrunching.py

Even if we put a Python shebang at the top of numbercrunching.py , we'd still need to load in the Anaconda

module.

The exception to the no-direct-module-loading rule is if you want to do some one-off, computation-light setup.
For example, if you want to set up a Conda environment and install some packages, you can and should do
that directly on your login node. The programs that will do this for you are in the Anaconda3/5.0.1-fasrc02

module, so you'd have to load it. Then, in your job file, load the Anaconda package, activate the Conda
environment, and run your code. The packages you installed will be available.

You don't need to unload a module when you're done using it. It goes away by itself when your job finishes or
when you log out.

PartitionsPartitions

Different jobs call for different resources -- some need GPUs, some need more memory, and some need more
time to run -- so FASRC divides up the cluster into different partitions. Every core in a partition is, in theory,
identical to all the others, but will be different to cores in other partitions. FASRC provides a helpful list, but
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some of the important ones are:

shared : The most popular location for regular jobs.

serial_requeue : For jobs which use one core for less than a day. Your job might be stopped and

restarted at random. If you don't specify a partition, you'll get this one.
test : For running test jobs to determine if your code works. You're not allowed to submit jobs that

take, or claim to take, over eight hours.
gpu : Has GPUs and CUDA cores.

Remember, except in some strange edge cases, you shouldn't want to run commands on any of these directly.
You should choose one and submit a job to it. Your login node is not part of any one of these partitions.

MiscellaneaMiscellanea

There's a lot more to the cluster than this. There are high-capacity storage drives, letting you work on terabytes
of data at a time (although you still can't load them all into memory at once). There are interactive sessions,
letting you use the full power of the cluster to execute commands you type in real-time.

FASRC's documentation for the cluster is scattered, inconsistent, and not always perfect, but it gives a pretty
good overview of which services are offered and how to access them. Twenty minutes browsing will be a
frustrating, but potentially rewarding, experience.

Where To Go For HelpWhere To Go For Help

Michael Kielstra, who wrote this guide, graduates in May 2022 barring accidents. Until then, he can be
reached at pmkielstra@college.harvard.edu. He is very smart and very handsome.
The cluster has official documentation, which isn't well-organized but is mostly correct.
FASRC has office hours, or you can reach them at rchelp@rc.fas.harvard.edu. They'll sometimes take a
couple of days to reply, but they know everything there is to know about the cluster, are brilliant at
explaining it, and, if you're interested in scientific computing as a field, can recommend enough further
reading to keep you busy for decades.
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